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Leading experts present the latest research results in adaptive signal processing
Recent developments in signal processing have made it clear that significant
performance gains can be achieved beyond those achievable using standard
adaptive filtering approaches. Adaptive Signal Processing presents the next
generation of algorithms that will produce these desired results, with an emphasis
on important applications and theoretical advancements. This highly unique
resource brings together leading authorities in the field writing on the key topics
of significance, each at the cutting edge of its own area of specialty. It begins by
addressing the problem of optimization in the complex domain, fully developing a
framework that enables taking full advantage of the power of complex-valued
processing. Then, the challenges of multichannel processing of complex-valued
signals are explored. This comprehensive volume goes on to cover Turbo
processing, tracking in the subspace domain, nonlinear sequential state
estimation, and speech-bandwidth extension. Examines the seven most
important topics in adaptive filtering that will define the next-generation adaptive
filtering solutions Introduces the powerful adaptive signal processing methods
developed within the last ten years to account for the characteristics of real-life
data: non-Gaussianity, non-circularity, non-stationarity, and non-linearity
Features self-contained chapters, numerous examples to clarify concepts, and
end-of-chapter problems to reinforce understanding of the material Contains
contributions from acknowledged leaders in the field Adaptive Signal Processing
is an invaluable tool for graduate students, researchers, and practitioners working
in the areas of signal processing, communications, controls, radar, sonar, and
biomedical engineering.
A comprehensive introduction to optimization with a focus on practical algorithms
for the design of engineering systems. This book offers a comprehensive
introduction to optimization with a focus on practical algorithms. The book
approaches optimization from an engineering perspective, where the objective is
to design a system that optimizes a set of metrics subject to constraints. Readers
will learn about computational approaches for a range of challenges, including
searching high-dimensional spaces, handling problems where there are multiple
competing objectives, and accommodating uncertainty in the metrics. Figures,
examples, and exercises convey the intuition behind the mathematical
approaches. The text provides concrete implementations in the Julia
programming language. Topics covered include derivatives and their
generalization to multiple dimensions; local descent and first- and second-order
methods that inform local descent; stochastic methods, which introduce
randomness into the optimization process; linear constrained optimization, when
both the objective function and the constraints are linear; surrogate models,
probabilistic surrogate models, and using probabilistic surrogate models to guide
optimization; optimization under uncertainty; uncertainty propagation; expression
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optimization; and multidisciplinary design optimization. Appendixes offer an
introduction to the Julia language, test functions for evaluating algorithm
performance, and mathematical concepts used in the derivation and analysis of
the optimization methods discussed in the text. The book can be used by
advanced undergraduates and graduate students in mathematics, statistics,
computer science, any engineering field, (including electrical engineering and
aerospace engineering), and operations research, and as a reference for
professionals.
The field of Digital Signal Processing has developed so fast in the last two
decades that it can be found in the graduate and undergraduate programs of
most universities. This development is related to the growing available techno
logies for implementing digital signal processing algorithms. The tremendous
growth of development in the digital signal processing area has turned some of
its specialized areas into fields themselves. If accurate information of the signals
to be processed is available, the designer can easily choose the most
appropriate algorithm to process the signal. When dealing with signals whose
statistical properties are unknown, fixed algorithms do not process these signals
efficiently. The solution is to use an adaptive filter that automatically changes its
characteristics by optimizing the internal parameters. The adaptive filtering
algorithms are essential in many statistical signal processing applications.
Although the field of adaptive signal processing has been subject of research for
over three decades, it was in the eighties that a major growth occurred in
research and applications. Two main reasons can be credited to this growth, the
availability of implementation tools and the appearance of early textbooks
exposing the subject in an organized form. Presently, there is still a lot of
activities going on in the area of adaptive filtering. In spite of that, the theor etical
development in the linear-adaptive-filtering area reached a maturity that justifies
a text treating the various methods in a unified way, emphasizing the algorithms
that work well in practical implementation.
Subband adaptive filtering is rapidly becoming one of the most effective
techniques for reducing computational complexity and improving the
convergence rate of algorithms in adaptive signal processing applications. This
book provides an introductory, yet extensive guide on the theory of various
subband adaptive filtering techniques. For beginners, the authors discuss the
basic principles that underlie the design and implementation of subband adaptive
filters. For advanced readers, a comprehensive coverage of recent
developments, such as multiband tap–weight adaptation, delayless architectures,
and filter–bank design methods for reducing band–edge effects are included.
Several analysis techniques and complexity evaluation are also introduced in this
book to provide better understanding of subband adaptive filtering. This book
bridges the gaps between the mixed–domain natures of subband adaptive
filtering techniques and provides enough depth to the material augmented by
many MATLAB® functions and examples. Key Features: Acts as a timely
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introduction for researchers, graduate students and engineers who want to
design and deploy subband adaptive filters in their research and applications.
Bridges the gaps between two distinct domains: adaptive filter theory and
multirate signal processing. Uses a practical approach through MATLAB®-based
source programs on the accompanying CD. Includes more than 100 M-files,
allowing readers to modify the code for different algorithms and applications and
to gain more insight into the theory and concepts of subband adaptive filters.
Subband Adaptive Filtering is aimed primarily at practicing engineers, as well as
senior undergraduate and graduate students. It will also be of interest to
researchers, technical managers, and computer scientists.
Compiled in this book is a selection of articles written by internationally
recognized experts in the fields of matrix computation and signal processing. In
almost all digital signal processing (DSR) problems, the available data is
corrupted by (measurement) noise or is incomplete. Classical techniques are
unable to separate ''signal'' spaces and ''noise'' spaces. However, the information
hidden in the data can be made explicit through singular value decomposition
(SVD). SVD based signal processing is making headway and will become
feasible soon, thanks to the progress in parallel computations and VLSI
implementation. The book is divided into six parts. Part one is a tutorial,
beginning with an introduction, including (VLSI) parallel algorithms and some
intriguing problems. It describes several applications of SVD in system
identification and signal detection. It also deals with the fundamental harmonic
retrieval problem and principal component analysis. Part two discusses details of
model reduction, system identification and detection of multiple sinusoids in white
noise, while part three is devoted to the total-least-squares and generalized
singular value decomposition problems. The fourth section deals with real-time
and adaptive algorithms, the fifth examines fast algorithms and architectures,
such as block-algorithms, computational arrays, systolic arrays, hypercubes and
connection machines, and the final part addresses some open problems.
This book is devoted to the study of the blind deconvolution problem - where it is
impractical to assume the availability of the system input. It considers a variety of
blind deconvolution/equalization algorithms - with computer simulation
experiments to support the theory.
This book is based on a graduate level course offered by the author at UCLA and
has been classed tested there and at other universities over a number of years.
This will be the most comprehensive book on the market today providing
instructors a wide choice in designing their courses. * Offers computer problems
to illustrate real life applications for students and professionals alike * An
Instructor's Manual presenting detailed solutions to all the problems in the book is
available from the Wiley editorial department. An Instructor's Manual presenting
detailed solutions to all the problems in the book is available from the Wiley
editorial department.
V.2 Detection theory -- V.1 Estimation theory.
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The second edition of this accessible book provides readers with an introductory treatment of
communication theory as applied to the transmission of information-bearing signals. While it
covers analog communications, the emphasis is placed on digital technology. It begins by
presenting the functional blocks that constitute the transmitter and receiver of a communication
system. Readers will next learn about electrical noise and then progress to multiplexing and
multiple access techniques.
Online learning from a signal processing perspective There is increased interest in kernel
learning algorithms in neural networks and a growing need for nonlinear adaptive algorithms in
advanced signal processing, communications, and controls. Kernel Adaptive Filtering is the
first book to present a comprehensive, unifying introduction to online learning algorithms in
reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces. Based on research being conducted in the Computational
Neuro-Engineering Laboratory at the University of Florida and in the Cognitive Systems
Laboratory at McMaster University, Ontario, Canada, this unique resource elevates the
adaptive filtering theory to a new level, presenting a new design methodology of nonlinear
adaptive filters. Covers the kernel least mean squares algorithm, kernel affine projection
algorithms, the kernel recursive least squares algorithm, the theory of Gaussian process
regression, and the extended kernel recursive least squares algorithm Presents a powerful
model-selection method called maximum marginal likelihood Addresses the principal
bottleneck of kernel adaptive filters—their growing structure Features twelve computer-oriented
experiments to reinforce the concepts, with MATLAB codes downloadable from the authors'
Web site Concludes each chapter with a summary of the state of the art and potential future
directions for original research Kernel Adaptive Filtering is ideal for engineers, computer
scientists, and graduate students interested in nonlinear adaptive systems for online
applications (applications where the data stream arrives one sample at a time and incremental
optimal solutions are desirable). It is also a useful guide for those who look for nonlinear
adaptive filtering methodologies to solve practical problems.
Offers the most complete, up-to-date coverage available on the principles of digital
communications. Focuses on basic issues, relating theory to practice wherever possible.
Numerous examples, worked out in detail, have been included to help the reader develop an
intuitive grasp of the theory. Topics covered include the sampling process, digital modulation
techniques, error-control coding, robust quantization for pulse-code modulation, coding speech
at low bit radio, information theoretic concepts, coding and computer communication. Because
the book covers a broad range of topics in digital communications, it should satisfy a variety of
backgrounds and interests, and offers a great deal of flexibility for teaching the course. The
author has included suggested course outlines for courses at the undergraduate or graduate
levels.
A complete, one-stop reference on the state of the art of unsupervised adaptive filtering While
unsupervised adaptive filtering has its roots in the 1960s, more recent advances in signal
processing, information theory, imaging, and remote sensing have made this a hot area for
research in several diverse fields. This book brings together cutting-edge information
previously available only in disparate papers and articles, presenting a thorough and integrated
treatment of the two major classes of algorithms used in the field, namely, blind signal
separation and blind channel equalization algorithms. Divided into two volumes for ease of
presentation, this important work shows how these algorithms, although developed
independently, are closely related foundations of unsupervised adaptive filtering. Through
contributions by the foremost experts on the subject, the book provides an up-to-date account
of research findings, explains the underlying theory, and discusses potential applications in
diverse fields. More than 100 illustrations as well as case studies, appendices, and references
further enhance this excellent resource. Following coverage begun in Volume I: Blind Source
Separation, this volume discusses: * The core of FSE-CMA behavior theory * Relationships
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between blind deconvolution and blind source separation * Blind separation of independent
sources based on multiuser kurtosis optimization criteria
A self-contained introduction to adaptive inverse control Now featuring a revised preface that
emphasizes the coverage of both control systems and signal processing, this reissued edition
of Adaptive Inverse Control takes a novel approach that is not available in any other book.
Written by two pioneers in the field, Adaptive Inverse Control presents methods of adaptive
signal processing that are borrowed from the field of digital signal processing to solve problems
in dynamic systems control. This unique approach allows engineers in both fields to share
tools and techniques. Clearly and intuitively written, Adaptive Inverse Control illuminates theory
with an emphasis on practical applications and commonsense understanding. It covers: the
adaptive inverse control concept; Weiner filters; adaptive LMS filters; adaptive modeling;
inverse plant modeling; adaptive inverse control; other configurations for adaptive inverse
control; plant disturbance canceling; system integration; Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO)
adaptive inverse control systems; nonlinear adaptive inverse control systems; and more.
Complete with a glossary, an index, and chapter summaries that consolidate the information
presented, Adaptive Inverse Control is appropriate as a textbook for advanced undergraduateand graduate-level courses on adaptive control and also serves as a valuable resource for
practitioners in the fields of control systems and signal processing.
This book develops the mathematical theory of linear adaptive filters with finite impulse
response. Examples and computer experiment applications illustrate the theory and principles.
The second edition has also been restructured with an introduction followed by four parts:
discrete-time wide-sense station stochastic process; linear optimum filtering; linear FIR
adaptive filtering; limitations, extensions and discussions. on blind deconvolution, new
appendix material on complex variables and regulation.
"Adaptive Filter Theory, " 4e, is ideal for courses in Adaptive Filters. Haykin examines both the
mathematical theory behind various linear adaptive filters and the elements of supervised
multilayer perceptrons. In its fourth edition, this highly successful book has been updated and
refined to stay current with the field and develop concepts in as unified and accessible a
manner as possible.
Edited by the original inventor of the technology. Includes contributions by the foremost experts
in the field. The only book to cover these topics together.
Presents the Bayesian approach to statistical signal processing for a variety of useful model
sets This book aims to give readers a unified Bayesian treatment starting from the basics
(Baye’s rule) to the more advanced (Monte Carlo sampling), evolving to the next-generation
model-based techniques (sequential Monte Carlo sampling). This next edition incorporates a
new chapter on “Sequential Bayesian Detection,” a new section on “Ensemble Kalman
Filters” as well as an expansion of Case Studies that detail Bayesian solutions for a variety of
applications. These studies illustrate Bayesian approaches to real-world problems
incorporating detailed particle filter designs, adaptive particle filters and sequential Bayesian
detectors. In addition to these major developments a variety of sections are expanded to “fill-inthe gaps” of the first edition. Here metrics for particle filter (PF) designs with emphasis on
classical “sanity testing” lead to ensemble techniques as a basic requirement for performance
analysis. The expansion of information theory metrics and their application to PF designs is
fully developed and applied. These expansions of the book have been updated to provide a
more cohesive discussion of Bayesian processing with examples and applications enabling the
comprehension of alternative approaches to solving estimation/detection problems. The
second edition of Bayesian Signal Processing features: “Classical” Kalman filtering for linear,
linearized, and nonlinear systems; “modern” unscented and ensemble Kalman filters: and the
“next-generation” Bayesian particle filters Sequential Bayesian detection techniques
incorporating model-based schemes for a variety of real-world problems Practical Bayesian
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processor designs including comprehensive methods of performance analysis ranging from
simple sanity testing and ensemble techniques to sophisticated information metrics New case
studies on adaptive particle filtering and sequential Bayesian detection are covered detailing
more Bayesian approaches to applied problem solving MATLAB® notes at the end of each
chapter help readers solve complex problems using readily available software commands and
point out other software packages available Problem sets included to test readers’ knowledge
and help them put their new skills into practice Bayesian Signal Processing, Second Edition is
written for all students, scientists, and engineers who investigate and apply signal processing
to their everyday problems.
This collaborative work presents the results of over twenty years of pioneering research by
Professor Simon Haykin and his colleagues, dealing with the use of adaptive radar signal
processing to account for the nonstationary nature of the environment. These results have
profound implications for defense-related signal processing and remote sensing. References
are provided in each chapter guiding the reader to the original research on which this book is
based.
Adaptive Filter Theory, 4e, is ideal for courses in Adaptive Filters. Haykin examines both the
mathematical theory behind various linear adaptive filters and the elements of supervised
multilayer perceptrons. In its fourth edition, this highly successful book has been updated and
refined to stay current with the field and develop concepts in as unified and accessible a
manner as possible.
A groundbreaking book from Simon Haykin, setting out the fundamental ideas and highlighting
a range of future research directions.
Providing the underlying principles of digital communication and the design techniques of realworld systems, this textbook prepares senior undergraduate and graduate students for the
engineering practices required in industry. Covering the core concepts, including modulation,
demodulation, equalization, and channel coding, it provides step-by-step mathematical
derivations to aid understanding of background material. In addition to describing the basic
theory, the principles of system and subsystem design are introduced, enabling students to
visualize the intricate connections between subsystems and understand how each aspect of
the design supports the overall goal of achieving reliable communications. Throughout the
book, theories are linked to practical applications with over 250 real-world examples, whilst 370
varied homework problems in three levels of difficulty enhance and extend the text material.
With this textbook, students can understand how digital communication systems operate in the
real world, learn how to design subsystems, and evaluate end-to-end performance with ease
and confidence.
Starts with an overview of today's FPGA technology, devices, and tools for designing state-ofthe-art DSP systems. A case study in the first chapter is the basis for more than 30 design
examples throughout. The following chapters deal with computer arithmetic concepts, theory
and the implementation of FIR and IIR filters, multirate digital signal processing systems, DFT
and FFT algorithms, and advanced algorithms with high future potential. Each chapter contains
exercises. The VERILOG source code and a glossary are given in the appendices, while the
accompanying CD-ROM contains the examples in VHDL and Verilog code as well as the
newest Altera "Baseline" software. This edition has a new chapter on adaptive filters, new
sections on division and floating point arithmetics, an up-date to the current Altera software,
and some new exercises.
State-of-the-art coverage of Kalman filter methods for the design of neural networks This selfcontained book consists of seven chapters by expert contributors that discuss Kalman filtering
as applied to the training and use of neural networks. Although the traditional approach to the
subject is almost always linear, this book recognizes and deals with the fact that real problems
are most often nonlinear. The first chapter offers an introductory treatment of Kalman filters
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with an emphasis on basic Kalman filter theory, Rauch-Tung-Striebel smoother, and the
extended Kalman filter. Other chapters cover: An algorithm for the training of feedforward and
recurrent multilayered perceptrons, based on the decoupled extended Kalman filter (DEKF)
Applications of the DEKF learning algorithm to the study of image sequences and the dynamic
reconstruction of chaotic processes The dual estimation problem Stochastic nonlinear
dynamics: the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm and the extended Kalman smoothing
(EKS) algorithm The unscented Kalman filter Each chapter, with the exception of the
introduction, includes illustrative applications of the learning algorithms described here, some
of which involve the use of simulated and real-life data. Kalman Filtering and Neural Networks
serves as an expert resource for researchers in neural networks and nonlinear dynamical
systems.
Useful for graduate-level courses in Adaptive Signal Processing, this book examines both the
mathematical theory behind various linear adaptive filters with finite-duration impulse response
(FIR) and the elements of supervised neural networks.
Linear prediction theory has had a profound impact in the field of digital signal processing.
Although the theory dates back to the early 1940s, its influence can still be seen in applications
today. The theory is based on very elegant mathematics and leads to many beautiful insights
into statistical signal processing. Although prediction is only a part of the more general topics of
linear estimation, filtering, and smoothing, this book focuses on linear prediction. This has
enabled detailed discussion of a number of issues that are normally not found in texts. For
example, the theory of vector linear prediction is explained in considerable detail and so is the
theory of line spectral processes. This focus and its small size make the book different from
many excellent texts which cover the topic, including a few that are actually dedicated to linear
prediction. There are several examples and computer-based demonstrations of the theory.
Applications are mentioned wherever appropriate, but the focus is not on the detailed
development of these applications. The writing style is meant to be suitable for self-study as
well as for classroom use at the senior and first-year graduate levels. The text is self-contained
for readers with introductory exposure to signal processing, random processes, and the theory
of matrices, and a historical perspective and detailed outline are given in the first chapter.Table
of Contents: Introduction / The Optimal Linear Prediction Problem / Levinson's Recursion /
Lattice Structures for Linear Prediction / Autoregressive Modeling / Prediction Error Bound and
Spectral Flatness / Line Spectral Processes / Linear Prediction Theory for Vector Processes /
Appendix A: Linear Estimation of Random Variables / B: Proof of a Property of
Autocorrelations / C: Stability of the Inverse Filter / Recursion Satisfied by AR Autocorrelations
The only book on the subject at this level, this is a well written formalised and concise
presentation of the basis of statistical signal processing. It teaches a wide variety of
techniques, demonstrating how they can be applied to many different situations.
Adaptive filtering is a topic of immense practical and theoretical value, having applications in
areas ranging from digital and wireless communications to biomedical systems. This book
enables readers to gain a gradual and solid introduction to the subject, its applications to a
variety of topical problems, existing limitations, and extensions of current theories. The book
consists of eleven parts?each part containing a series of focused lectures and ending with
bibliographic comments, problems, and computer projects with MATLAB solutions.
For graduate-level neural network courses offered in the departments of Computer
Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and Computer Science. Neural Networks and Learning
Machines, Third Edition is renowned for its thoroughness and readability. This well-organized
and completely up-to-date text remains the most comprehensive treatment of neural networks
from an engineering perspective. This is ideal for professional engineers and research
scientists. Matlab codes used for the computer experiments in the text are available for
download at: http://www.pearsonhighered.com/haykin/ Refocused, revised and renamed to
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reflect the duality of neural networks and learning machines, this edition recognizes that the
subject matter is richer when these topics are studied together. Ideas drawn from neural
networks and machine learning are hybridized to perform improved learning tasks beyond the
capability of either independently.
Haykin examines both the mathematical theory behind various linear adaptive filters with finiteduration impulse response (FIR) and the elements of supervised neural networks. This edition
has been updated and refined to keep current with the field and develop concepts in as unified
and accessible a manner as possible. It: introduces a completely new chapter on FrequencyDomain Adaptive Filters; adds a chapter on Tracking Time-Varying Systems; adds two
chapters on Neural Networks; enhances material on RLS algorithms; strengthens linkages to
Kalman filter theory to gain a more unified treatment of the standard, square-root and orderrecursive forms; and includes new computer experiments using MATLAB software that
illustrate the underlying theory and applications of the LMS and RLS algorithms.
This original work offers the most comprehensive and up-to-date treatment of the important
subject of optimal linear estimation, which is encountered in many areas of engineering such
as communications, control, and signal processing, and also in several other fields, e.g.,
econometrics and statistics. The book not only highlights the most significant contributions to
this field during the 20th century, including the works of Wiener and Kalman, but it does so in
an original and novel manner that paves the way for further developments. This book contains
a large collection of problems that complement it and are an important part of piece, in addition
to numerous sections that offer interesting historical accounts and insights. The book also
includes several results that appear in print for the first time. FEATURES/BENEFITS Takes a
geometric point of view. Emphasis on the numerically favored array forms of many algorithms.
Emphasis on equivalence and duality concepts for the solution of several related problems in
adaptive filtering, estimation, and control. These features are generally absent in most prior
treatments, ostensibly on the grounds that they are too abstract and complicated. It is the
authors' hope that these misconceptions will be dispelled by the presentation herein, and that
the fundamental simplicity and power of these ideas will be more widely recognized and
exploited. Among other things, these features already yielded new insights and new results for
linear and nonlinear problems in areas such as adaptive filtering, quadratic control, and
estimation, including the recent Hà theories.
Discover the Applicability, Benefits, and Potential of New Technologies As advances in
algorithms and computer technology have bolstered the digital signal processing capabilities of
real-time sonar, radar, and non-invasive medical diagnostics systems, cutting-edge military
and defense research has established conceptual similarities in these areas. Now civilian
enterprises can use government innovations to facilitate optimal functionality of complex realtime systems. Advanced Signal Processing details a cost-efficient generic processing structure
that exploits these commonalities to benefit commercial applications. Learn from a Renowned
Defense Scientist, Researcher, and Innovator The author preserves the mathematical focus
and key information from the first edition that provided invaluable coverage of topics including
adaptive systems, advanced beamformers, and volume visualization methods in medicine.
Integrating the best features of non-linear and conventional algorithms and explaining their
application in PC-based architectures, this text contains new data on: Advances in biometrics,
image segmentation, registration, and fusion techniques for 3D/4D ultrasound, CT, and MRI
Fully digital 3D/ (4D: 3D+time) ultrasound system technology, computing architecture
requirements, and relevant implementation issues State-of-the-art non-invasive medical
procedures, non-destructive 3D tomography imaging and biometrics, and monitoring of vital
signs Cardiac motion correction in multi-slice X-ray CT imaging Space-time adaptive
processing and detection of targets interference-intense backgrounds comprised of clutter and
jamming With its detailed explanation of adaptive, synthetic-aperture, and fusion-processing
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schemes with near-instantaneous convergence in 2-D and 3-D sensors (including planar,
circular, cylindrical, and spherical arrays), the quality and illustration of this text’s concepts and
techniques will make it a favored reference.
This treatise develops the theory of random processes and its application to the study of
systems and the analysis of random data. It covers the fundamentals of random process
models, the applications of probabilistic models and statistical estimation.

Design and MATLAB concepts have been integrated in text. ? Integrates
applications as it relates signals to a remote sensing system, a controls system,
radio astronomy, a biomedical system and seismology.
This second edition of Adaptive Filters: Theory andApplications has been
updated throughout to reflect the latestdevelopments in this field; notably an
increased coverage given tothe practical applications of the theory to illustrate
the muchbroader range of adaptive filters applications developed in recentyears.
The book offers an easy to understand approach to the theoryand application of
adaptive filters by clearly illustrating how thetheory explained in the early
chapters of the book is modified forthe various applications discussed in detail in
later chapters.This integrated approach makes the book a valuable resource
forgraduate students; and the inclusion of more advanced applicationsincluding
antenna arrays and wireless communications makes it asuitable technical
reference for engineers, practitioners andresearchers. Key features: • Offers a
thorough treatment of the theory of adaptivesignal processing; incorporating new
material on transform domain,frequency domain, subband adaptive filters,
acoustic echocancellation and active noise control. • Provides an in-depth study
of applications which nowincludes extensive coverage of OFDM, MIMO and
smart antennas. • Contains exercises and computer simulation problems atthe
end of each chapter. • Includes a new companion website hosting
MATLAB®simulation programs which complement the theoretical
analyses,enabling the reader to gain an in-depth understanding of thebehaviours
and properties of the various adaptive algorithms.
Adaptive Filter TheoryEnglewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice-Hall
For courses in Adaptive Filters. Haykin examines both the mathematical theory
behind various linear adaptive filters and the elements of supervised multilayer
perceptrons. In its fifth edition, this highly successful book has been updated and
refined to stay current with the field and develop concepts in as unified and
accessible a manner as possible.
"Adaptive Filter Theory" looks at both the mathematical theory behind various
linear adaptive filters with finite-duration impulse response (FIR) and the
elements of supervised neural networks. Up-to-date and in-depth treatment of
adaptive filters develops concepts in a unified and accessible manner. This highly
successful book provides comprehensive coverage of adaptive filters in a highly
readable and understandable fashion. Includes an extensive use of illustrative
examples; and MATLAB experiments, which illustrate the practical realities and
intricacies of adaptive filters, the codes for which can be downloaded from the
Web. Covers a wide range of topics including Stochastic Processes, Wiener
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Filters, and Kalman Filters. For those interested in learning about adaptive filters
and the theories behind them.
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